For the complex nonlinear model of photovoltaic cells, traditional evolution strategy is easy to fall into the local optimal and its identification time is too long when taking parameters identification, then the difference algorithm is proposed in this study, which is to solve the problems of parameter identification in photovoltaic cell model, where it is very difficult to achieve with other identification algorithms. In this method, the random data is selected as the initial generation; the successful evolution to the next generation is done through a certain strategy of difference algorithm, which can achieve the effective identification of control parameters. It is proved that the method has a good global optimization and the fast convergence ability, and the simulation results are shown that the differential evolution has high identification ability and it is an effective method to identify the parameters of photovoltaic cells, where the photovoltaic cells can be widely used in other places with these parameters.
Introduction
Photoelectric system is to convert solar energy into electrical energy by means of PV components, due to the reasons of battery materials and preparation technology, the conversion efficiency is low at present. In order to improve the conversion efficiency of solar energy, the characteristics of photovoltaic cells were in-depth study by people [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . When people studied the characteristics of PV cell, they mainly focused on the volt-ampere characteristics of the solar cells output, which can be applied to the control of the maximum power output of battery, these parameters of the battery model including current Iph, reverse saturation current I0, diode quality sub, a series resistance (RS) and the shunt resistance Rsh, through the analysis on battery power input parameters we can control of photovoltaic energy conversion efficiency and battery fault situation in real-time, and then adjust the power to ensure the production smoothly has the very important significance [6] [7] .
Parameters of the photovoltaic battery can be measured in the experiment under standard conditions, however, these parameters will change also along with its test condition, so it is necessary to identify the parameters of the photovoltaic cell by use of the I-V relationship, the energy efficiency of the photovoltaic battery can be improved when these parameters taken into the experiment usage [8] [9] [10] , therefore, the parameters identification of photovoltaic cells are very important, however, the mathematical model of photovoltaic cells is a Lambert W function, which has a high degree of nonlinear [11] . In recent years, people have tried to describe the optoelectronic system by the derivative method, these data are from the experimental I-V curve [12, 13] , under the standard conditions, the parameter values of photovoltaic battery model can be measured through the battery characteristic equation, such as the short-circuit current (ISC), open circuit voltage UOC, the maximum power point of current IM and voltage um and the maximum power value Pm [14] . Due to the effect of the environment working on the parameters of photovoltaic cells, the reference [15] taked into account of the use of conditions when taking identification, and analyzed its impacts on the parameters of the case. it reflects the relationship between the parameters in the steady state of photovoltaic cells and the transient state, the literature [16] have done much research on the case, and then the accuracy of the parameter estimation method were proposed. However, due to the complexity of the nonlinear process of the photovoltaic cell model, when the parameters of this kind of problems are identified, most of the optimization algorithms are easy to fall into the local optimum or the optimization time is too long [17] .
Through the cooperation and competition among individuals within the group, the differential evolution algorithm (DE) is produced by swarm intelligence to guide the optimization search, retaining the population with global search strategy, which is taking the real coding, a simple mutation operation and the competition strategies, reducing the genetic manipulation of complexity, it has function of memory and dynamic tracking search, which has a strong global convergence ability and robustness by adjusting the searching strategy,, the main advantage is that it is not easy to fall into the local optimum, and it has the fast convergence rate [18] .
For the above reasons, DE algorithm is proposed in this paper, through the method of selection, crossover and mutation operation, it randomly selected individual, and then evaluating to the better next generation, it can avoid into local optimal in the process of evolution, which ensures the high global optimization success rate, and improving the convergence speed.
De Algorithm
Assumed to the solved optimization problems has a ndimensional vector, the problem to be solved is composed of the individual 1 2 ( , , , ) DE will differ between a generation of individual component vectors evolution crossover and mutation operation, so as to generate a new individual, according to a certain code selection mechanism, decides in the offspring and parent retains, and has been in this selection mechanism evolution until meets the solution conditions setting by the termination. Differential evolution algorithm is based on the real coded evolutionary algorithm; the overall structure is similar to other evolutionary algorithms, including 3 basic operations of mutation, crossover and selection. Standard differential evolution algorithm mainly includes the following 4 steps.
Generating Initial Population
Assuming that all individuals are in an n-dimensional data set, the data distribution is random, and the randomly generated numbers are expressed as a chromosome. 
Mutation Operation
The three individuals of (
If there is no local optimization problem, the variation operation can be written as 2 3 ( 1) (
where, 2 3 ( ) ( ) which is called the differential vector with F factor, according to the need to select the appropriate difference vector factor, through the differential evolution algorithm, the evolution population has the best individual information of the current population in the mutation operation, which can improve the convergence rate.
Cross Operation
Crossover operation is to increase the diversity of the population, which can avoid the local optimization in the process of optimization, the algorithm increases the crossover operation, and generates the test vector, and the specific operations are as follows:
( 1 
Select Operation
In the setting of search space, the algorithm will be the mutation and crossover operations on the basis of the generation of the initial population, in the corresponding search space, the algorithm will judge the test vector of each generation whether beyond its upper generation or not, which will be the initialization with a uniform random number when it beyond the searching space of the corresponding dimension, and the greedy selection method of operation will avoid the premature convergence in certain procedures, and then it will get better in the next generation of individuals.
In order to determine whether ( ) i x t is a member of the next generation, the test vector ( 1) ij t   and the target vector ( ) ij t  are compared to the evaluation function:
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Repeat steps (2) to step (4), the final generation will be the best generation until the maximum number of iterations to reach G.
Identification of Photovoltaic Cells Model Parameters
The photovoltaic cell is a circuit that converts light energy into electric energy by photovoltaic panels, which can be equivalent to the circuit shown in Fig.1 . The expression of the current and voltage characteristics in the circuit can be expressed as Rp model. 
Where : V -load voltage at both ends; I -by load current; Iph -photo induced current; I0 -diode reverse saturation current; A -diode quality factor; Rs -battery series resistance; Rsh -battery parallel resistance; T -absolute temperature of the battery; K -Pohl Seidman constant (1.380e-23 J/K); Q -electron charge (1.608e-19 DEG C).
Establishment of Parameter Identification Model
Photovoltaic cell model is a highly nonlinear equation; differential evolution algorithm will establish the fitness function by the use of the explicit expression of the current, and then converting the PV model into an explicit expression. According to the characteristics of photovoltaic cells, it can be transformed to the transcendental function of Y(x)=XeX. Lambert W function which can be used to solve the current voltage equation, the solution of the form is W (Y(x) ), the differential evolution algorithm can be used to identify the parameters of the photovoltaic cell model. Depending on the upper type, the current and voltage of the photovoltaic cell are converted to an explicit equation that can be obtained. 
Tab.1 shows the parameters under standard conditions (25℃ 1000W/m2,) of SFM50-18 photovoltaic cell panel. 
Parameter Identification
After the conversion of the explicit expression of the photovoltaic cell model, the 5 parameters of the photovoltaic cell current-voltage model are identified by using DE. Objective function value change reflects the algorithm to identify the effect of the model; fig.2 shows the parameters of the DE algorithm to identify the value of the objective function. It can be seen from the figure that the parameter identification can be fast and stable in a numerical value, for the PV cell voltage model parameters identification, DE algorithm has a better stability.
For different size of the population, the speed of the algorithm is not consistent, the smaller the size of the population received faster. Fig.3 is the comparison of the size of the 3 different populations, From which it can be calculated, in fact, when improving the identification of convergence rate, the smaller the size of the population is suitable, however, the small size of the population will induce accuracy of parameter identification. Table 3 When the condition is changed, the parameter values of the photovoltaic cell will be changed. Therefore, changing the intensity of the light will be identified, the parameter identification results are shown in Tab.2 under different light intensity conditions, the results show that, the identification parameters were changed along with the test conditions. The data of identification and the actual data were applied in the volt-ampere circuit test, fig.4 was the results of simulation experiments, both capitals of error is very small that the parameter identification results can be applied to the actual current-voltage in the model. 
Conclusions
In view of the problems is difficult to determine the parameters of the photovoltaic battery, this paper presents a differential evolution algorithm, and the corresponding research is carried out, for example, the parameters of differential evolution algorithm will quickly and accurately identify the parameters of the photovoltaic cell when it set reasonably, such as population size, the identification results showed that, after a certain time of calculation, the DE algorithm can take identification for photovoltaic battery model parameters accurately, which were close to the actual value of the optimal solution, and proved that the algorithm has higher stability and precision of identification; at the same time, for different population sizes, the algorithm also have global optimization and rapid convergence ability, and in fact, the speed and accuracy of identification process have a certain impact on the convergence, as to how to choose a reasonable initial value, which can reach a higher accuracy under the random initial value, and the system fault can be online identification is the key direction of the next step work.
